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Shirat Ha-Olam - The Song of the World

ISBN: 978-0-9810947-0-0
Marc Michaels © 2009

Pictures from nature and around the world; words from the Torah, Prophets and Writings. Seventy digitally unaltered photographs matched to an appropriate biblical verse - each with its own story, told in this inspirational book. A feast for the eyes and the mind (149 pages set in a special sofrit font and Palantino).

Preview and buy on line at:
www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/shirat-ha-olam---the-song-of-the-world/5552383
or search the title/author on www.lulu.com
One of the weirdest things I have ever seen in Israel was in Netanya. These signs are pointing the way to a synagogue within an area that really didn’t look like it would have a synagogue in it! The signs look like they are are showing the way to some theatrical experience or even something less wholesome. But I guess it does suggest a house of prayer that isn’t formal or stuffy and is open to everyone, like in the verse from Isaiah.
Joseph Rosenberg, not so eminent Jewish scientist and time-traveller came to Earth with a bump and was surprised, nay shocked, to learn that he had landed on one of the most famous people in the history of history itself ... Moses the Lawgiver. Ordered to replace Moses by the Lord God Almighty, Supreme Being of the Universe and all round Nice-Guy, Mr. Rosenberg embarks on an adventure of biblical proportions. Will he survive? Will there be tea and cake? A science-fiction biblical comedy. Hitch-hikers meets the Bible - enjoy! (Contains over 300 pages of laughter).

Preview and buy on line at:
www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/thoroughly-modern-moses/1249588
or search the title/author on www.lulu.com
An analysis of the biblical commandment to support the poor with particular reference to the Tannaitic interpretation in *Sifre* to *D’varim* 15:7-11 *ts’dakah* – the giving of charity, or more properly acting righteously to another person to relieve them of the burden of poverty is not merely a ‘nice thing to do that gives you a warm fuzzy feeling’ but according to Torah is a commandment. Discover how the ancient rabbis applied the Torah law to their own time and what lessons we might learn today about how best to ... GIVE! (169 pages with illustrations.)

Preview and buy online at:
www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/give/5927651
or search the title/author on www.lulu.com
Tikkun Megillat Hashoah

ISBN: 978-0-9810947-1-7
Marc Michaels © 2008

Authorised by the Schechter Institute and the Rabbinic Assembly, this is the Tikkun (抄写员的指南) for the Megillat Hashoah (大屠杀卷轴) by sofer (抄写员) Mordechai Pinchas. It contains the full unpointed text in full colour hand-written STa”M. It also supplies explanations of the various visual midrashim and information about how the scroll came to be written and the importance of this new piece of liturgy. For use by scribes and readers and for Jewish institutions and places of learning. Packed with many full colour photographs. (Paperback only).

Preview and buy on line at:
www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/tikkun-megillat-hashoah/871367
or search the title/author on www.lulu.com
At the bidding of the Nazis, the Mufti of Jerusalem arrives in Yemen to convince the king to destroy all of the Jews there.

Rabbi Shalom the Jew sits at the side of the king and awaits a miracle. The Megillat HaY’shuah – the Salvation Scroll of the Yemenite Jews tells a parable of the dangers of the time to the Jewish population of Yemen echoing the dangers faced in Persia at the time of Esther and Mordechai. This translation and commentary brings to life a little-known text.

Preview and buy on line at:
or search the title/author on www.lulu.com
The East London Synagogue, Stepney Green, began life as a ‘deficit synagogue’ against the stated policies of the United Synagogue, who until that time, had only operated on the basis of supporting those communities who would be self-financing. Described by the Revd. Joseph Stern as ‘a rallying point in this locality’ what was the intended role for this ‘outpost of another world’? Did it succeed? A short history of the early days of the East London Synagogue, Rectory Square, and an examination of how it came to be established in 1877. With rare photos of the interior of the building taken before its closure. Expanded edition with many more photos. (58 pages).

Preview and buy on line at:
www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/
the-east-london-synagogue---outpost-of-another-world/1986524
or search the title/author on www.lulu.com
Care of Your Torah – A Guide

ISBN: 978-0-9810947-2-4

Marc Michaels © 2008

A short 19 page guide written by a Sofer STa”M (scribe) to help Synagogues care for their Torah scrolls. With lots of useful tips and photographs showing many examples of what can make a Torah *pasul* (not kosher).

Preview and buy on line at:
www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/care-of-your-torah---a-guide/857406
or search the title/author on www.lulu.com